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Abstract
Navigation is one of the most common forms of cognitive processing, which is natural for
all animal species. But the neuroscientific inquiry into navigation in human subjects has been
hindered by the requirements of monitoring methods, which usually require subjects to be com-
pletely still. Virtual environments allow scientists to study navigation even while the subject
remains unmoving, and offer other benefits such as full control over the experimental procedures
or precise behavioral recordings.

This thesis offers a basic overview of the biology of navigation and presents why navigation
is an interesting cognitive process to investigate. It then presents virtual environments, explores
how they can help neuroscientists to study navigation and outlines their limitations. Lastly, the
literary review tries to address the question if navigation in virtual environments is comparable
to navigation in the real world.

The empirical part presents five original studies of human navigation and virtual environ-
ments. These studies focus on differences of real world and virtual navigation, investigate neural
pathways and brain regions involved in spatial processing, and offer examples of how virtual
environments can help conduct studies otherwise impossible to do in the real world. One study
provides an example of how studying navigation in a virtual environment can be interesting for
psychiatry. Overall, this thesis demonstrates several benefits of VEs and the transferability of
navigation results obtained in the VEs to the real world.

Keywords: virtual environments, virtual reality, navigation, spatial knowledge
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Abstrakt
Navigace je jedńım z nejběžněǰśıch kognitivńıch proces̊u, který lze pozorovat u všech zv́ı̌rećıch
druh̊u. Protože zobrazovaćı metody obvykle vyžaduj́ı, aby subjekt během experimentu z̊ustal
bez hnut́ı, bylo studium navigace u lid́ı pomoćı neurovědeckých metod dlouhou dobu obt́ıžné.
Virtuálńı prostřed́ı dávaj́ı vědc̊um nástroj, pomoćı kterého lze sledovat navigačńı chováńı u
lid́ı i přesto, že se nehýbaj́ı. K tomu nav́ıc přináš́ı i daľśı výhody, jakými je např́ıklad úplná
kontrola experimentálńıch stimul̊u a možnost přesného záznamu participantova chováńı.

Tato disertačńı práce podává základńı přehled biologických podklad̊u navigace, a předkládá,
proč je právě navigace zaj́ımavým kognitivńım procesem vhodným ke studiu. Dále pak prezen-
tuje, jak mohou být virtuálńı prostřed́ı pro studium navigace prospěšné a jaká jsou jejich možná
úskaĺı. Nakonec se pokouš́ı o zodpovězeńı otázky, zdali je navigace ve virtuálńıch prostřed́ıch
srovnatelná s navigaćı v reálném prostoru.

Empirická část disertačńı práce prezentuje pět originálńıch vědeckých publikaćı, které
studuj́ı virtuálńı prostřed́ı a navigaci u lid́ı. Tyto studie se zaměřuj́ı na rozd́ıly mezi navigaćı
ve virtuálńım a reálném prostoru, mozkové dráhy a oblasti zapojené do prostorové kognice,
a nab́ıźı ukázky, jak virtuálńı prostřed́ı umožňuj́ı uskutečnit studie, které by bez nich vzni-
knout nemohly. Jedna studie také poskytuje př́ıklad toho, jak studium navigace ve virtuálńıch
prostřed́ıch může být nápomocné v psychiatrické péči. Tato disertačńı práce popisuje řadu
výhod virtuálńıch prostřed́ı ve výzkumu navigace a přenositelnost výsledk̊u v nich źıskaných
pro naše porozuměńı navigaci v reálném světě.

Kĺıčová slova: virtuálńı prostřed́ı, virtuálńı realita, navigace, prostorová orientace
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1. Introduction
Navigation is one of the most common forms of cognitive processing which can be found across
the entire animal domain, as all animals need to navigate to find food, shelter or mates (Grieves
and Jeffery, 2017). This offers scientists a unique target of investigation which promises some
degree of transferability of results between species. Navigational deficits have also been pin-
pointed as markers of neurological and mental disorders and pathological aging (Vlček and
Laczó, 2014; Hort et al., 2007; Hanlon et al., 2006).

Virtual environments (VEs) have been a useful tool in neuroscientific research of human
navigation since the early 2000s. They offer several major benefits over studying navigation in
the real world:

• Economic benefit: Studies using VEs can remove both money and time constraints of real
world research.

• Full control: Running experiments in the VE allows researchers to have perfect control
over the presented stimuli.

• Navigating without movement: VE allows us to run navigation experiments while using
imaging techniques, such as EEG, MRI, MEG, which require subjects to be completely
still.

• Making the impossible possible: VE allows researchers to create situations which modify
real world experiences, such as exploring non euclidean spaces or teleportation.

• Precise recordings: Experiments in VE can provide an almost perfect record of all the
events that transpired, allow ex-post analyses and promote open science.

VEs also bring two major limitations, which need to be addressed in any study:

• Cognitive load, trouble with controls and gaming experience: Each participant might
have different prior experience with the VEs and that can affect their performance. In-
creased cognitive load or unfamiliar controls can change how participants approach the
task (Brunyé et al., 2017, 2018; Bartlett et al., 2020). Gaming experience have also been
linked to changes in navigational strategies (West et al., 2015; Brunyé et al., 2017).

• Cybersickness: Any study with VEs and especially VR must expect that some participants
might develop temporary nausea due to cybersickness. This can not only increase dropout
rates and require more participants to be recruited, but can add bias to the data as
cybersickness can affect different groups differently (Lawson et al., 2004; Plechatá et al.,
2019; Vasser and Aru, 2020).

• Missing idiothetic cues: While navigation in the real world relies not only on external
cues, such as landmarks, it can also rely on idiothetic cues - proprioceptive and vestibular
input allowing navigation without sight. Some studies demonstrate that missing idiothetic
cues lead to impairments in spatial learning (Holmes et al., 2018; Richardson et al., 1999;
Lessels and Ruddle, 2005), although other claim that these impairments are not significant
(Waller and Greenauer, 2007; Riecke et al., 2010).

Navigation in the virtual and the real world differs in important aspects, such as reduced
visual fidelity, missing idiothetic cues or unnatural movement control and it is not yet clear
whether the behavioral and neural responses are similar across both modalities.
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2. Aims and hypotheses
The thesis aims to investigate the benefits and drawbacks of using virtual environments (VEs)
to study human navigation and to offer demonstrations of such use. It also aims to assess
whether navigation in VEs is representative of real world navigation and whether idiothetic
cues are necessary for successful spatial learning.

Three main hypotheses were outlined:

1. Navigation in VEs leads to comparable behavior and performances as navigation in the
real world

a. People can acquire accurate spatial knowledge in VEs and apply this knowledge in
the real world

b. Navigation in the VE is comparable to navigation in the real world

2. VEs can overcome problems of real world navigation studies (such as economical feasibil-
ity) and provide more controlled experimental conditions

3. Studying navigation impairment in VEs can provide useful markers of mental disorders.



3. Overview of the studies

Study 1: How Much of What We Learn in Virtual Reality
Transfers to Real-World Navigation?
Hejtmanek, L., Starrett, M., Ferrer, E., & Ekstrom, A. D. (2020). How Much of What We
Learn in Virtual Reality Transfers to Real-World Navigation? Multisensory Research, 1–25.
Impact factor: 1.829

The first study compares navigation and acquisition of spatial knowledge in the real world and
in VEs. It aims to answer the question of comparability and transferability of spatial learning
between the real world and VEs with or without idiothetic cues.

Methods. Participants were asked to learn the positions of offices in the real or virtual
version of UC Davis Center for Neuroscience by free exploration in one of the three learning
modalities (desktop VE, immersive VR with an omnidirectional treadmill or real world) and
then transferred to another modality (immersive VR with an omnidirectional treadmill or real
world). In each phase (learning and after transfer), participants visited 6 designated offices
(out of a total of 32) 3 times and then were asked to point to them from two separate locations.
Their position and behaviour in the real world were tracked using a custom iOS application,
providing us with trial times and trajectories. We analysed their normalized paths, visitation
errors (checking incorrect door) and pointing accuracy to assess the transfer to a new modality.
We observed considerable dropout of participants (47 out of 152) due to cybersickness.

Results. While participants were learning faster in the real world than those either VE, we
observed no significant differences between desktop and immersive VR. Although participants
learning in the real world were acquiring the spatial knowledge the fastests, by the end of the
experiment, all conditions eventually achieved almost indistinguishable performance. All these
results suggest that while some aspects of navigation are still not captured by the VE, VEs
lead to successful spatial learning which can be applied in the real world.

Discussion. Participants demonstrated comparable distances and visitation errors (checking
incorrect doors) in all modalities upon first encountering the environment, suggesting that no
modality presented unnatural complications.

Previous research suggested that formed spatial representation and neural activity are in-
dependent on learning modality (Huffman and Ekstrom, 2019). In accordance, our results
demonstrate that the immersive VR allows participants to acquire the same spatial knowledge
as the real world learning, but the learning process is slightly slower. However, some studies
observed qualitative differences in VE learning where participants failed to achieve comparable
levels of proficiency (Ruddle and Lessels, 2006). We suggest that this discrepancy might be a
mere byproduct of learning rate.

Waller and Greenauer (2007) previously investigated the effect of idiothetic cues on formed
spatial representation and observed that walking participants had better pointing performance
in the task, although all participants’ performances were quite comparable in all studied con-
ditions. Similarly, in our experiment participants in both the immersive VR and desktop VE
had comparable performance in visitation errors, distance traveled and pointing performance.
However, we demonstrated that proprioceptive input was not enough to match the real world
performance. It is possible that while vestibular information might be the core sensory input
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necessary for path integration angular accuracy (Klatzky et al., 1998; Riecke et al., 2010), the
proprioceptive input can be predominantly used in distance estimations, not addressed by our
design.

Unfortunate limitation of this study was the large participant dropout due to cybersickness,
especially obvious in groups who spent longer time in VR. This might have created a bias in
our data as more skilled navigators took less time to learn the environment, therefore spent
less time in the VR and might have been less likely to succumb to cybersickness and terminate
the experiment prematurely.

Participants in the real world made significantly fewer visitation errors than participants in
the immersive VR. We argue that this is not an outcome of spatial learning (since the groups
were comparable in their measured distances and pointing). One explanation could be that
there are visual differences which can lead to failure to recognize correct doors in the VEs
(all the doors in the VEs look exactly the same, but the doors in the real world can have
visual tells making them easier to tell apart). However, research studying impacts of visual
detail suggests that it is not important for spatial search tasks (Ruddle and Lessels, 2006).
Additionally, different feedback in the VEs (automated auditory feedback) and the real world
feedback (participants being told “correct” or “incorrect” by the experimenter) might have
different emotional valence for the participants as receiving negative feedback from a person
can have greater impact than an automated response. The mere presence of the experimenter
during the real world testing could also motivate the participant to simply perform better than
in the automated VE.

While we demonstrated that the spatial representation can be obtained from both the real
world and virtual environments regardless of the level of immersiveness and participants might
have navigated the environment in a similar manner, our results, however, do not answer
any questions about the quality or neural representation of the final knowledge as the neural
representation could qualitatively differ, although previous studies claim otherwise (Huffman
and Ekstrom, 2019).

Conclusion. This study demonstrated differences and similarities of spatial learning in sev-
eral modalities with variable idiothetic cues. Real world navigation led to fastest spatial acqui-
sition, but by the end of the experiment participants in all modalities achieved the same spatial
knowledge. Spatial knowledge acquisition was comparable when learning in desktop VE and
in immersive VR with the omnidirectional treadmill, although immersive VR seemed to have
provided a better platform for real world transfer.

Study 2: Mapping the scene and object processing net-
works by intracranial EEG
Vlcek, K. , Fajnerova, I., Nekovarova, T., Hejtmanek, L., Janca, R., Jezdik, P., Kalina, A.,
Tomasek, M., Krsek, P., Hammer, J., Marusic, P. (2020). Mapping the scene and object pro-
cessing networks by intracranial EEG. Frontiers in Human Neuroscience, Accepted September
2020, in press, Impact factor: 2.673

The second study uses iEEG recordings in human subjects to demonstrate that only vision is
necessary to drive neural responses to spatial scenes.

Methods. We analysed iEEG data from 27 epileptic patients who viewed a set of 650 images
with spatial scenes, objects, faces and fruits/vegetables. We focused on changes in broadband
gamma activity (50-150Hz, BGA), bipolar referencing was used to remove the signal from



distant areas. We transformed the iEEG data to the time-frequency domain using Hilbert
envelope and normalized the resulting power. Using non parametric tests comparing their
BGA power post and pre-stimulus, channels responding to objects and scenes were identified
and mapped onto their corresponding anatomical regions of interest. We also used K-means
clustering on channel MNI coordinates to find anatomically close clusters of responsive channels
and matched centroids of these clusters to both documented and newly identified functional
areas responsible for scene and object processing.

Results. A total 2707 bipolar channels were analyzed: 252 channels increased their BGA
in response to the scene presentation and 177 out of these were responsive to both objects or
scenes and 75 to scenes only. We found the scene-selective channels in the parahippocampal,
lingual (and fusiform) gyrus (30% of channels), retrosplenial cortex (24% of channels), occipital
cortex (11% of channels), anterior temporal cortex (11% of channels), and hippocampus (11%
of channels). Using the K-means clustering we have determined seven scene-selective clusters.
Some of these clusters overlapped already defined scene-selective functional areas, such as the
parahippocampal place area, medial place area or occipital place area, some were localized
to areas not previously observed to be scene-selective, such as the hippocampus or posterior
precuneus.

Discussion. Since navigation research in VEsr relies almost exclusively on visual cues, we
explored the neural signal captured by iEEG in relation to visual processing of objects and
scenes.

We revealed 252 bipolar channels responding to scenes. Some of these channels were in
areas previously linked to scene and landscape processing, such as parahippocampal place area
(Aguirre et al., 1998), medial place area in retrosplenial-medial parietal region (O’Craven and
Kanwisher, 2000) and occipital place area in the transverse occipital sulcus (Nakamura et al.,
2000). We have observed scene selective channels in other areas as well, such as anterior
temporal cortex and hippocampus.

To avoid any prior assumption about anatomical localization and address relative accuracy
of bipolar channels’ MNI coordinates, we implemented the K-means clustering algorithm, which
uses the MNI coordinates and creates clusters of anatomically near channels. This approach
was able to identify 7 scene-selective clusters, with one partially overlapping the occipital place
area, one the parahippocampal place area and one the medial place area, all demonstrated
to have spatial sensitive properties in previous studies (Aguirre et al., 1998; O’Craven and
Kanwisher, 2000).

We have also found scene-selective cells in areas not previously reported. Namely, most
hippocampal channels were identified to be scene selective (7 scene only, 20 in total). Hip-
pocampus was not previously identified in humans to be scene-responding, although it has
been demonstrated to contain view-dependent cells in primates (Rolls, 1999) and humans as
well (Ekstrom et al., 2003), suggesting potentially larger visual modulation of hippocampal
activity than observed in rats and mice.

It is necessary to ask what exactly are the implicated areas processing and if the neural signal
is really coding spatial information, or if it is merely processing image complexity. Although
the images were grayscaled and corrected for luminance differences, other features (such as
differences in shading or edges) can also play a role during visual processing. Nevertheless,
previous research indicated that spatially selective areas, such as PPA, react uniquely to scenes,
rather than multitude of objects (Epstein, 2008), and we have observed similar behaviour as
well.

Although almost all described functional areas related to scene processing contained chan-
nels from multiple patients, the parietal cortex had one patient supplying 4 channels and frontal



cortex one channel from a single patient. This unfortunately constitutes a problem with many
iEEG studies (Qasim and Jacobs, 2016). Combined with potential inaccuracies in channel
localization, any general statements about functional areas have to be made cautiously.

Conclusion. Although this study was not using the VEs in establishing the neural responses,
it was able to demonstrate that even static visual input is satisfactory for driving spatial-related
neural responses from areas implicated in navigation.

Study 3:Spatial knowledge impairment after GPS guided
navigation: Eye-tracking study in a virtual town
Hejtmánek, L., Oravcová, I., Motýl, J., Horáček, J., & Fajnerová, I. (2018). Spatial knowl-
edge impairment after GPS guided navigation: Eye-tracking study in a virtual town. Interna-
tional Journal of Human-Computer Studies, 116, 15–24. Impact Factor: 2.300

Study 3 investigated the impact of navigational aids on the acquisition of spatial knowledge
and spatial learning. It also shows how the use of VEs can surpass some issues of navigational
research, such as lack of experimental control and inaccessibility of large experimental areas in
the real world.

Methods. In a large virtual town, participants followed a predetermined route from a starting
position to a goal position displayed on a GPS-like map on a monitor (learning phase) and then
returning back to the starting point with the map available, but without the route displayed
(recall phase), completing a total of 42 there-and-back trips. In each trial, participants also
pointed from goal to start and then from start to goal. Using the SR 1000 eye tracker, we
tracked attention given to the GPS-like map and other parts of the screen. Participants also
completed a battery of psychological tests assessing their general cognitive abilities, and a blank
map tests to check how well they learned the environment.

Results. We found a significant effect of participant’s attention on the GPS-like aid during
learning on their navigation efficiency and pointing accuracy. Increased GPS-like aid use also led
to worse blank map scores in both location placement and naming. Interestingly, participants’
attention on the GPS-like aird correlated with their subjectively assessed spatial skills, so people
less confident in their skills relied on it more during both learning and recall phases. We found
no gender effects in navigation performance, although men had a tendency to finish the tasks
faster.

Discussion. In this study, we bring a novel approach for monitoring participant’s attention
to the GPS-like navigational aid. Previous studies investigating the effect of navigational aids
in real world environments (Ishikawa et al., 2008; Münzer et al., 2012) simply removed the aid
during testing procedures, but this created an unequal situation between the conditions.

Since the modality of spatial cues during encoding can affect the quality of final repre-
sentation (Münzer et al., 2012; Zhang et al., 2014), taking away the aid during testing forces
participants to suddenly use a strategy they did not use during learning. Leaving the GPS-like
aid present throughout the entire experiment allowed us to monitor how much the participants
had used it and demonstrate that the amount of time participants looked at it was reflective
of their final performance.

Previous real world navigation studies have investigated relatively smaller environments
(Patai et al., 2019; Münzer et al., 2012, 2006) or traversed in cars in larger environments



(Ishikawa and Montello, 2006), which is not ideal due to different strategies and neural and
behavioral correlates of route-based navigation. Using real world environments also does not
allow total control over the experimental conditions, so researchers often choose to conduct the
study inside a building (Richardson et al., 1999; Witmer et al., 1996), which dramatically limits
the environment’s size. Using VEs in this study allowed us to examine participants’ behaviour
in a relatively large environment with perfect control over the intervening variables.

Conclusion. Participants’ spatial performance was negatively correlated with the time they
spent engaged with the navigational aid. Their attention was related to participant’s subjective
assessment of spatial skills. VE in this case proved to be a useful tool, allowing us to investigate
spatial navigation skills in a controlled, large space, while monitoring participants’ attention.

Study 4: Path integration in large-scale space and with
novel geometries:Comparing vector addition and encoding-
error models

Harootonian, S. K., Wilson, R. C., Hejtmánek, L., Ziskin, E. M., & Ekstrom, A. D. (2020).
Path integration in large-scale space and with novel geometries: Comparing vector addition
and encoding-error models. PLoS Computational Biology, 16 (5), e1007489. Impact Factor:
4.700

Study 4 investigated path integration performance in triangle completion tasks to evaluate
several models potentially explaining the path integration errors and show how using VEs
enables studies of navigation with or without sight in a safe environment and over long distances
while preserving idiothetic cues by the use of omnidirectional treadmill.

Methods. Participants integrated path over triangles of similar sizes, but different types
(isosceles, equilateral, etc.) or over a single triangle shape, but of variable scale. Participants
used an omnidirectional treadmill for movement and to investigate participants’ navigation
without vision, controllers with haptic feedback provided them with directions.

Results. Participants underestimated homing vector (i.e. the relationship between current
position and origin) distances in both experiments, and overestimated homing vector angles in
Experiment 1. Angle estimations were not significantly affected by triangle type, but distance
estimations were, with participants in equilateral triangles having the lowest distance error.
No correlation between angle and distance errors were found. Experiment 2 showed better
distance estimations for small triangles and increase of variance of distance with increasing
triangle perimeter. Computational models revealed an effect of underweighting both triangle
sides and effect of past trials on path integration error. Vector Addition models performed
better than Error Encoding models in estimating participants’ errors.

Discussion. Studying path integration on desktop VE allows precise positional recordings
in infinitely large spaces, but removes idiothetic cues. These are paramount for euclidean
knowledge acquisition (Chen et al., 2013), as well as decreasing path integration angular error
(Waller and Greenauer, 2007; Klatzky et al., 1998; Holmes et al., 2018). VR combined with the
omnidirectional treadmill allows participants to have unconstrained head movement and use
proprioceptive information (such as muscle tension, number of steps and, to a limited degree,



level of forward lean) and to cover infinitely large spaces in a controlled way. Overall, our
results were similar to previous studies, such as homing distance underestimation and angle
overestimation (Fujita et al., 1993; Loomis et al., 1993).

There was also no correlation between angular and distance errors. Firstly, this could be
caused by the independence of two sensory inputs. While the rotational components were
unhindered and participants had complete freedom of head and body movement, they could
not really move forward, only lean forward and walk in place. The importance for rotational
idiothetic input has been demonstrated to be more important for successful path integration
than translation cues (Riecke et al., 2010; Waller et al., 1998), although other researchers argue
that both inputs are necessary for spatial updating (Chance et al., 1998).

Previous path integration studies done in real environments used triangles in much smaller
sizes (Loomis et al., 1993; Klatzky et al., 1998). Path integration over short distances can
be relatively easy, and it is not clear how effective it can be over distances as large as half a
kilometer. To prevent any dangers and intervening cues, path integration studies have also been
conducted in locations of limited size, e.g. indoor sports fields (Stangl et al., 2020) or hallways
(Waller and Greenauer, 2007). Using the VR setup with the omnidirectional treadmill, the
experiment 2 was able to explore large spaces of hundreds of meters long and demonstrate that
size of the triangle does not necessarily affect the homing vector’s angular error, while it does
increase the distance errors logarithmically.

Usual path integration tasks in real world put participants in a stressful environment, usually
being blindfolded and guided by the experimenter actively leading them or pulling them behind
the experimenter (Stangl et al., 2020; Loomis et al., 1993). They might also be afraid of hitting
a potential obstacle or a wall when walking to the original destination and choose a more
cautious strategy. By using a VE with the treadmill, it is possible to remove these limitations,
while keeping the proprioceptive and vestibular input relatively intact.

Conclusion. Using VEs in this case allowed us to investigate path integration over infinitely
large spaces not previously studied in path navigation with proprioceptive inputs and have pre-
cise recordings of participants trajectories. We were also able to investigate triangle completion
tasks with visual beaconing, which would be practically impossible to do over longer distances
in the real world.

Study 5: Virtual Supermarket Shopping Task for cogni-
tive assessment and rehabilitation of psychiatric patients:
Validation in chronic schizophrenia.
Plechatá, A., Hejtmánek, L., Fajnerová, I. Virtual Supermarket Shopping Task for cogni-
tive assessment and rehabilitation of psychiatric patients: Validation in chronic schizophrenia.
Československá psychologie, accepted September 2020, in press. Impact Factor: 0.373

Study 5 uses VE to investigate the memory and navigation impairment accompanying mental
disorders and documents this impairment in a group of schizophrenia patients.

Methods. A Virtual Supermarket Shopping Task (VSST) was designed to address patients’
short term memory, spatial memory as well as planning and execution skills. Twenty patients
and twenty healthy controls were asked to familiarize themselves with the supermarket VE, then
asked to remember lists of items (at difficulty of 3, 5, 7 or 9 shopping items) and collect them



as fast as possible and in the shortest distance. They were also tested with a battery of neu-
ropsychological tests Rey Auditory Verbal Learning Test, Logical Memory, Trail Making Test,
PEBL Continuous performance task, Positive and Negative Syndrome Scale, Beck’s depression
and anxiety inventory and Global Assessment of Functioning. We assessed VSST convergent
and divergent validity with the existing neuropsychological measures. We also explored the
relationship of VSST performance to participant’s condition and demographics.

Results. VSST performance was severely impaired in SZ patients in higher difficulties (7 or 9
items) but not in lower difficulties. We observed that SZ patients tend to take longer time per
distance travelled, suggesting longer planning or orientation pauses. VSST task performance
correlated with neuropsychological scales, suggesting the task targets similar executive and
memory processes as the current methods. We found some effects of gender on performance
and age on trial distance and time, but no effect of gaming experience in VSST performance.
We suggest that VSST can offer few benefits such as increased ecological validity, automated
administration, possibility of remote administration, and addressing navigation performance
not commonly present in neuropsychological assessment.

Discussion. Schizophrenia (SZ) patients performed significantly worse in VSST than healthy
controls in all trials except the easiest. The observed performance in VSST correlated with
existing metrics of memory, suggesting that the task addresses similar deficits as standardized
tests. Surprisingly, we have not been able to link it directly to SZ symptomatology. Patients’
navigation results were not significantly correlated with PANSS scores, which is contradictory
to findings from other studies linking negative symptomatology to worse cognitive performance
in standardized tests (Bezdicek et al., 2020) and spatial tasks (Folley et al., 2010).

VSST also allows precise recordings of participants’ behaviours and tracking metrics not
addressed by standard neuropsychological batteries. These include route planning, or spatial
deficits. In this study, we focused primarily on trial distances. Although the distance measure is
a very simple metric non respective of varying strategies, goal directed behavior, repetitive route
following or other heuristics potentially indicative of the disorder, it could mark navigational
deficits.

Interestingly, SZ patients need longer times to travel the same distance. This behavior can
be explained in several ways. Either the demonstrated worse performance was due to slower
processing speed and executive functions, reported to be impaired in SZ (Fioravanti et al.,
2012) and the spatial skills themselves were unaffected, or SZ patients could give up on the
task earlier.

We also observed the impact of age on navigation times (increasing with age) and marginal
impact on distances (decreasing with age). VE can unnecessarily and unevenly increase cogni-
tive load to different populations which could lead to older participants might simply performing
worse in certain VE tasks due to the unfamiliarity with the controls or the task.

Conclusion. Similar tasks could not be conducted in real environments because of their cost
and time requirements. Use of VE allowed us to precisely record participants’ behaviours and
control for extraneous variables, while simulating a sufficient representation of activity of daily
living with clear behavioral correlates to patients’ condition. Closer investigation of mnemonic
and navigational strategies and identifying individual differences could lead to a promising
diagnostic application.



4. Conclusions
Addressing the aims and hypotheses, study 1 demonstrated the comparability of VE vs real
world navigation and offered some insights into potential complications of VE use and lim-
itations of VE to real world spatial knowledge transfer, such as cybersickness. It used the
possibility of obtaining precise recordings of participant’s movements and comparing them di-
rectly between the real world and the VE.

The second study did not use VE directly, but used iEEG recordings in human subjects
to demonstrate that only vision is necessary to drive neural responses to spatial scenes and
addressing the comparability of visually-only driven spatial cognition.

Study 3 and study 4 demonstrate the usefulness of VE and show how VE can solve the
problems of economical feasibility and machinery requiring stillness and provide full control
over experimental conditions. It also benefited from precise recordings, as we were able to
document participants’ exact movements in path integration paths of several hundred meters
long, not previously recorded in human subjects.

The last presented study used VE to investigate memory and navigation impairment ac-
companying mental disorders and documented this impairment in a group of schizophrenia
patients.

To conclude, VEs are an incredibly useful tool in neuroscientific research of navigation.
They allow navigators to remain stable while moving through the world and therefore provid-
ing researchers an opportunity to collect neural and physiological recordings. Thanks to the
VEs, researchers can precisely record the entire experimental procedures and freely modify and
control the environments, which would be economically impossible or quite challenging to do
in the real world.

While the VEs and the associated hardware are still not perfect, navigation in a VE can
cause nausea and introduce confounding factors to collected data, these systems are rapidly
improving. New generations of head mounted devices offer better head and body tracking and
new levels of interactivity, and dramatically enhance the felt presence and have the potential to
reduce cybersickness, and improvements in graphical hardware and software can provide almost
photorealistic rendering of environments. Overall, VEs seem to be indispensable for navigation
research, enabling experiments that would be not possible without them.
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